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INTRODUCTION

As part of our new Flash-Point Scenario Packs, we are

providing a system to aid players in developing an

interconnected and narrative-based campaign setting

encompassing more than a single battle and the typical kill

or be killed scenarios.

Step One: Faction and Planet Selection

Unless part of a pre-determined scenario, players

should begin by choosing which faction they wish to play

and the planet the campaign will take place on. While these

choices have no direct impact on the game (unless players

add environment-based or other special rules), they do help

to provide a thematic aspect to the game and can help to

inspire terrain and objective selections.

Step Two: Force Group Selection

The next step requires the players to decide on the total

amount of Threat Value points each side will be allowed to

use for the entirety of the campaign. Using these, players

will select their models and any Upgrades they wish to add.

Before each battle, players can also use them to repair any

damaged models and purchase Battle�eld Support Assets

and Strike Packages.

We recommend that players also limit the initial number

of models selected to 10-20 models of CAVs and vehicles.

The number of models available shouldNote:

correspond with the desired campaign length as the longer

the campaign, the higher number of games played. Too

many models can adversely impact the effect unrepaired

damage from an earlier battle will have on the overall series

of missions.

Total Threat Value Points

To determine the total amount of Threat Value points

available for each Force Group to begin the campaign with,

players need to agree on an average TV per model. The

higher the average, the "heavier" a Force Group will be in

total Damage Tracks.

The following table will help players to gauge better the

size of the force they wish to �eld:

Both sides have agreed upon a 12-model limitExample:

for a Large combined CAV and vehicle Force Group to use

during the campaign. That will allow each team to pick up to

12 models with a total Threat Value Pool not to exceed 7500

points.

The assignment of models to a speci�c squad is

unnecessary at this point. At the beginning of any scenario,

the placement of models into their respective squad type

and organization (p.39) is required.

Support Points

Support Points allow for the repair or replacement of

damaged models after a battle or adding additional model

types (typically infantry or aircraft). Both sides will receive a

base number of Support Points equal to 10% of their

starting Threat Value Pool.

Players can choose to add additional Support Points

from their starting Threat Value Pool (but not vice versa).

Once purchased, a model will remain part of a player's Force

FO RCE  G RO U P  TH REAT  VALU E  PO INTS
CAV
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TVP

TVP

Small Small
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Large Large
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Small 325
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Group unless "salvaged" (see Step Five: Rest and Repair).

Each Force Group receives 10% of its starting Threat

Value Pool to include any Battle�eld Upgrades they may

wish to add to their models throughout the campaign.

Players may again trade Battle�eld Upgrade points for

additional Support Points only.

Finally, both Force Groups will receive 10% of their

starting Threat Value Pool for purchasing any Battle�eld

Support Assets or Strike Packages during the campaign.

Players may trade these for additional Support Points or vice

versa.

A Force Group starting with a Threat ValueExample:

Pool of 7500 TV receives 750 Support Points. An additional

750 TV for Battle�eld Upgrades and a �nal 750 TV for

selecting Battle�eld Support Assets or Strike Packages as

needed.

Players are limited to spending no more than 10% of

their starting Threat Value Pool at the start of each mission.

Both players have agreed to a Threat ValueExample:

Pool of 2000 TV per side for the upcoming battle, limiting

the number of points spent by both to 200 TV for support

assets and strike packages.

Step Three: Starting the Campaign

Each campaign is a series of battle zones with varying

objectives as determined by which player wins a battle. With

victory comes the ability to select the next scenario played

as part of a battle zone mission and the skill level used (an

essential bene�t to an already depleted Force Group).

It is important to remember that throughout the

campaign, the terms "attacker" and "defender" apply only to

a given scenario and are not relevant to the background

story in play.

Players will need to choose whether they are Force

Group One or Force Group Two for determining the battle

zone order as part of the campaign.

Battle Zones

There are six battle zones available, each with a set

number of scenario types and skill levels applicable for play

and include: This is WAR!, Behind Enemy Lines, De�ant

Stand, Hold the Line!, Shock and Awe, and Area Denial.

Scenario Types include: Recon in Force, Salvage Run, No

Man's Land, Breakout!, Walk in the Park, Lightning Strike,

Blood & Guts!, and Secure the Objective.

Skill Level

Skill Levels allow players to modify the overall TVP

requirements of each scenario based on their familiarity

with the rules or to speed play.

These include Trainee, Green, Regular, Veteran, Elite, and

Ace designations.

The winning Force Group, in each scenario, determines

the next battle zone and skill level as well as the scenario

played. Overall victory in a campaign requires either Force

Group to receive two "Supremacy" medals.
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Battle Zone Campaign Map

The campaign map links the various battle zones

together, illustrating the ebb and �ow of combat based

upon which Force Group wins a particular scenario.

For the �rst mission (Battle Zone 1), Force Group One is

always the attacker, choosing which scenario and skill level

to play from those available.

The player(s) controlling Force Group One (asExample:

the designated attacker) selects the scenario Salvage Run for

the match, choosing to use the Regular Skill Level amount

(x1.0).

Once the game is over, the winning Force Group

automatically dictates the next battle zone on the campaign

map to use, becoming the new attacker and choosing the

scenario/skill level.

F L A S H - P O I N T C A M P A I G N S Y S T E M ( B E T A )

Step Four: Playing the Scenario

Determine Force Group Size

Once the mission and scenario type is determined, both

sides need to agree on the maximum number of models to

play, setting the total Threat Value Pool available for the

�ght. Multiply the number of models chosen by the average

Threat Value amount used during Step Two by the Skill Level

modi�er for the scenario.

Both players have decided on a maximumExample:

number of 6 models per side (average Threat Value 475) for a

Secure the Objective scenario with a Skill Level modi�er of

Green (0.8). This works out to a Threat Value Pool of 2280 (6 x

475 x .8).

Players are allowed to assign damaged models to their

Force Group. If either player is unable to �eld an equivalent

sized force to the battle (points-wise), adjust the Threat

Value Pool down by selecting an amount both sides �nd

acceptable for play.

In our experience, we have found that a varianceNote:

of +/- 50 TV per 1000 TV points �elded is a good rule of

thumb to maintain when attempting to balance a battle.

Game Board Set-Up

Some scenarios may require a speci�c set-up, but the

following suggestions for terrain placement will help to

maximize your game experience.

The placement of terrain is an essential element in

wargaming and can signi�cantly affect the outcome of a

match if not balanced from end to end, relative to the center

of the game board. Ideally, both ends would contain a

similar number of terrain pieces that provide concealment

and cover. While the set-up of terrain does not require it to

be positioned the same for both, it should provide an

incentive for a player to choose one end over the other for

deployment.

Generally speaking, the more terrain, the better the

match. A wide-open game board cuts down on

maneuvering, quickly turning into a game with players

staying in one place, blazing away with minimal movement

or tactical decisions. While speeding up play, this effect

provides for a less than a satisfactory game experience. To

allow shorter-ranged and less armored models a chance to
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close, a standard 4'x6' game board should have a minimum

of twelve terrain pieces, helping to eliminate large, open

areas while providing cover without overly constricting

movement.

While trying to prevent the aforementioned "gun-Note:

lines," make sure not to go in the other direction. Setting up

a game board that overly favors a short-ranged or close-

assault force group will ruin a game just as easy.

Players should also consider the overall size of the

terrain when determining which pieces to use, with it

covering no more than 25-35% of the game board surface.

While hills can be as varied as one wants, both in the

amount of space they span and their overall height, other

common-type terrain pieces should not be smaller than 3"

or larger than 6" in length or width. Try to use irregularly

shaped terrain to provide a much more "natural" look.

F L A S H - P O I N T C A M P A I G N S Y S T E M ( B E T A )

With all of this in mind, a good mixture of terrain should

include:

Terrain that can interfere with line of sight (light andA.

heavy woods, for example).

Terrain that can provide cover (such as hills,B.

buildings, or other obstacles one or two levels tall).

Terrain that can completely block line of sight.C.

Terrain Placement

With balance in mind, we are going to use an "X"

formation method for the placement of larger terrain pieces

before going back and �lling in any large open areas with

smaller ones. This method requires at least one line of sight

blocking terrain piece to set in the center of the game board.

It should also be tall enough to prevent models from using

other hills to see "over." Multiple stands of trees are also

useful for blocking LoS across the middle.

By setting up the main line of sight blocking terrain

piece in the center, both players must decide right away on

how to deploy. A player wishing to have a clear "LoS" to

multiple parts of the enemy may have to split their models

between corners to �re around the blocking terrain.

Whereas a player choosing to deploy all their models in a

single area, centered on the game board will have both sides

�guring out how to contend with the terrain blocking line of

sight.

If a scenario calls for a centrally located objective,

consider the placement of the terrain to make it equally

accessible to both sides. An objective marker that cannot

"sit" on a selected terrain piece should be moved left or right

(as it relates to a player standing at either end) for the sake

of fairness. Make sure though that enough space remains

open to allow for �re lanes either way as this will challenge

both players in how they address the crossing of the game

board by the enemy.

The placement of one or more terrain pieces along both

outer edges of the game board, centered on the middle, will

help to impede a model's movement to keep them from just

running down along either side.

Next up, other large terrain pieces, providing for cover

or some LoS obstruction, should be placed in each "quarter"

section of the game board, generally around the center of

that section. With these in place, scatter about the remaining

smaller pieces, the same number to either side, to help add

"tactical" depth to the game board.

E1

E1

E1

E1

E2

E1

E2

E2E2

E2

E4 E3

E3

DEPLOYMENT ZONE A

DEPLOYMENT ZONE B

An example of how a typical game board may look.
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Try to avoid the placement of any terrain pieces inNote:

either player's deployment zone (the �rst 6" of both ends on

the game board). Very rarely does any of the �ghting take

place here, and it encourages a player to "move out" quickly.

Weapon Ranges

The overall ranges of the weapon systems in CAV:

Strike Operations allow for players a chance to get right

into the action. Spending several turns just moving about,

waiting for each other to �nally "move-in" is just a waste of

time.

Trying to emulate "real-world" technology in the game,

range-wise, proved impossible at this scale. A modern M1A1

tank �ring its 120mm main gun has an effective range of

880" in game-scale! We did choose to go with large range

bands though in an attempt to simulate the engagement

range of modern (and future) weapon systems more

accurately.

For play, players may decide though that these ranges

limit the amount of maneuvering their models may attempt

during a game, especially if they choose to play on a smaller

game board. If that is the case, players are encouraged to cut

in half the listed ranges for any weapons or special

attributes, rounding any fractions up. Movement rates

should remain the same to avoid slowing down the game.

Deployment and Objective Placement

For This is WAR!, Force Group One isBattle Zone One:

always the attacker, selecting the battle zone scenario and

skill level to play. During subsequent battles, the losing

Force Group from the last match will always be the defender.

In the event of an earlier draw (stalemate), both players will

roll 2d6 (high roll winning) to decide which battle zone

"path" to use.

Battle Zone One ends in a draw (stalemate).Example:

Both players roll 2d6, with the player controlling Force

Group Two rolling the higher number. As a result, Battle

Zone Three: Stand until Relieved! is the next match played

with the Force Group Two player as the attacker.

Once the current scenario is determined and what

models to use, players should now assemble the Draw Deck

for the battle. Add one card (of the appropriate color) for

each squad selected. Typically, players would use the Draw

Deck for choosing their starting edge and initial

F L A S H - P O I N T C A M P A I G N S Y S T E M ( B E T A )

deployment.

For this campaign, unless stated otherwise in the

scenario's description, the defender decides which end to

use, placing their model �rst in their deployment zone.

Deployment will continue with both players alternating

back and forth until everyone's models are in their starting

position.

Some scenarios require the physical placement ofNote:

an objective(s). Players should wait until the defender has

chosen their starting edge to do so and then begin model

deployment.

Once deployment has �nished, shuffle the Draw Deck

and �ip over the �rst card to begin play, continuing as

detailed in each scenario's description as to how the game

ends.

Scenario Objective Points

The design of each scenario type allows for speci�c

objectives assigned to both the attacker and the defender. A

Force Group will receive (+1) objective point for each stated

goal completed. Some objectives may have multiple

instances for awarding additional points. Make sure to keep

track of these points as they are used to decide the winner

of each battle!

Ending the Scenario

Each scenario details how a match ends relative to any

current objective(s) or a set turn limit. Should the time come

that a player wishes to withdraw a model(s) early (or as the

result of battle damage), the following details how and

when a model may leave the battle�eld:

Retreat

Models can retreat once a player declares their intent to

do so at the beginning of the model's current activation,

spending any Action Points to move towards that side's

deployment zone. A model that crosses the starting edge

has successfully retreated, removing it from play.

If the model is unable to cross the starting edge,

beginning with its next activation, and is closer to it than to

an enemy model, it has retreated. Any damage a model

receives before or during a successful retreat is credited to

the opposing Force Group but does not count as a disabled

or destroyed model for scoring purposes.
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A scenario that ends because of a speci�c number of

turns played or objective(s) completed allows for an

automatic retreat for the losing side's models provided they

can still move.

Mission Kill

Most CAV pilots and armored vehicle crew have no

desire to �ght to the bitter end. Seeking a heroic and �ery

end to their story is for the holovids! A model damaged to

the point of being "combat-ineffective" (unable to conduct a

ranged Combat Action) is designated a "mission kill." Once a

model is considered a mission kill, it must automatically

begin to retreat at the beginning of its next activation.

Bailing Out!

Models that can no longer move (Model State:

Disabled or 0 MV) and is unable to conduct a ranged

Combat Action results in the pilot or crew bailing out.

Once abandoned, a model counts as destroyed when

assigning any objective points that may be applicable.

Aircraft that are disabled or lose all their MV

automatically crash, killing the crew and destroying the

model.

Step Five: Rest and Repair

Once a scenario ends, both sides need to regroup as

they look to repair any damage their force may have taken.

As tired pilots and vehicle crews rest up, their techs

scrounging for replacement parts and ammo reloads, unit

commanders sit down to plan for the next battle!

Repair

Players use support points to repair any model that has

F L A S H - P O I N T C A M P A I G N S Y S T E M ( B E T A )

at least one DT remaining. Each model receives 1 DT in free

repair because of the combat nanotechnology used across

the galaxy.

To determine the cost of additional repairs, divide the

models' original TV by its construction DT value (rounding

any fractions up). This amount is the number of support

points required to repair 1 DT.

A model with an original TV of 680 points andExample:

a construction DT of 6 requires 114 support points to repair

1 DT. (680 points / 6 DT = 114 support points)

Most �eld repairs can get a model ready for the next

�ght. Field repairs cannot return it to full functionality,

though, leaving it with some damage (1 DT). Any repairs

automatically include the removal of all critical damage as

well.

Players can use their Battle�eld Support Assets pool at

the beginning of a mission to purchase one or more Level II

Repair Modules (50 TV). These modules allow a model to

return to 100 percent.

At the start of the new mission, both playersExample:

have 200 points to use for Battle�eld Support Assets & Strike

Packages. Player A decides to spend 50 of those points on a

Level II Repair Module to bring one of their models to 100

percent, leaving them only 150 TV for additional purchases.

Models without any remaining DT at the end of a

scenario are "scrap." Scrapped models may not return to a

player's Force Group.

Salvage

Salvage allows players to convert models they have

captured or models that are not worth repairing into

additional support points. To determine the number of

support points added, divide the models' original TV by its

construction DT value (rounding any fractions up) and

reduce this total by one-half. This amount is the number of

support points received for each 1 DT remaining.

Using our earlier 6 DT, 680 TV model again, aExample:

player will receive 57 support points for each remaining DT

as salvage. (680 / 6 DT = 114 / 2 = 57 support points)
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Reinforcements

Battle�eld attrition can quickly grind a unit down,

especially as the result of consecutive losses. Players may

seek to supplement their Force Group with reinforcements

through the following methods.

Players can choose to includeCaptured Equipment:

captured equipment from the enemy into their own Force

Group. Unfortunately, the ability to repair a model pressed

into service this way requires double the number of support

points to repair. Adding a lightly damaged model this way

can be a highly effective strategy when the cost of trying to

�x a heavily damaged one can be prohibitive.

Players also have the option of bringingReplacements:

in replacements. The use of support points allows for adding

new models to a Force Group on a 1 to 1 basis (1 SP = 1 TV).

While this campaign system does not allow for the use of

any Faction Doctrines, players may choose to restrict the

availability of some models from a storytelling perspective.

Additional reinforcements can take theMercenaries:

form of hired guns! At one-half the "price" of a new

replacement, mercenaries are a great alternative when

looking for a quick way to bolster the hitting power of your

Force Group. Unfortunately, they are only there for the one

battle (unless you decide to "pay" them again). Mercenary

models employed by the opposing force that become

F L A S H - P O I N T C A M P A I G N S Y S T E M ( B E T A )

disabled are subject to the standard salvage and captured

equipment rules.

Players may �nd they didn't startRe-Supply (Optional):

the campaign with enough points to sustain the �ght until

the end or that one side is just having terrible luck. If so, they

may choose to allow the addition of more TV points in the

form of re-supply. The amount permitted requires both sides

to agree on a set number to add.

Pilot and Crew Advancement

The pro�ciency of pilots and combat vehicle crews can

improve throughout multiple campaigns by accumulating

experience points (XP). For each enemy non-infantry model

destroyed, a pilot or crew receives 1 XP, allowing for the

addition of the following upgrades:

The purchase of an upgrade requires XP for each

additional level selected.

For a model to receive the Ace Pilot upgrade,Example:

6 XP is required.

Multiple upgrades are allowed.

A model could become an Ace PilotExample:

Sharpshooter Officer by spending 20 XP! The Officer

upgrade is cumulative, so by spending 10 XP, a model would

achieve the rank of Captain and so on.

The assignment of XP to other models is prohibited.

pilot  &  crew  advan cem ent  tab le
UPGRADE XP COST

Ace Pilot

Veteran Pilot 2

Marksman

4 (6)

Sharpshooter

3

Non-Commissioned Officer

5 (8)

2

Officer (Lieutenant) 4 (6)

Officer (Captain) 4 (10)

Officer (Major) 4 (14)

Officer (Colonel) 4 (20)

Officer (General) 4 (24)
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Mission Brie�ng

S2 (Intelligence) has tasked your unit withAttacker:

locating an enemy forward command post thought to be

directing operations in this sector of the battle. While low-

orbit scans have revealed three possible locations of the

target, heavy shielding has prevented the exact position

from being determined. Once located, a follow-up attack will

deploy to destroy it.

It is imperative that the post's exact location is

determined quickly before additional enemy forces move up

in support.

Your unit has received orders assigning youDefender:

to provide security to a forward command post overseeing

operations close to the front. Combat engineers have built

two decoy locations in an effort to hide the post's exact

location. While shielding has helped with this misdirection,

an enemy unit getting to close would allow for discovery.

No matter what it takes, your unit must prevent enemy

forces from locating this post until additional troops move

forward in support.

Set-Up

The mission uses standard terrain placement. After the

defender determines their starting edge, they will place

three objective markers (marked A, B, and C) anywhere

within a zone 6 to 24 inches from their starting edge and at

least 6" from either side. The defender will then secretly note

which objective is the actual command post.

Deployment

After assembling the Draw Deck, standard deployment

begins. Once completed, the attacking Force Group (only) is

allowed their one free Move Action for any recon models,

and the game may begin.

Objective(s)

You must locate and scan the actualAttacker:

command post (see Special Rules). Once you have

determined the exact location (+1 OP), the model with the

scan information must escape back across your starting

edge (+1 OP).

Reinforcements are incoming, but you mustDefender:

prevent the enemy from locating your command post until

they arrive! If the attacker has not found the correct one by

S C E N A R I O : R E C O N I N F O R C E

the end of Turn 8, you receive +1 OP.

If the attacker is unable to escape with the scan data by

the end of Turn 10, you are declared victor (+2 OP).

Victory Level

Both Force Groups end the game with theStalemate

same number of Objective Points.

The winning Force Group has moreMarginal

Objective Points than the other.

The winning Force Group has twice asDecisive

many Objective Points than the other.

Special Rules

Sensor scans are limited to vehicles with theScanning:

SA: SA:APA or ECM or any CAV (they typically are equipped

with more sophisticated tracking systems). Any model with

the Targeting Systems Destroyed cannot beCritical Hit:

used to scan as well.

To scan, a CAV without the APA or ECM mustSA: SA:

stand 3" or closer (as measured from any part of their base)

to the designated target and spend 2 AP to complete. A

valid model with either SA can perform the scan out to 6" (or

closer) and only using 1 AP to do so.
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Mission Brie�ng

An incoming enemy dropship, deliveringAttacker:

ammo and repair parts, was shot down as it attempted to

enter the planet's atmosphere, breaking up as it fell and

scattering supply containers along its path.

Your unit has received orders to capture as many of

these containers as possible, preventing the enemy from

salvaging them. Luckily the containers seem to be emitting

an intermittent tracking signal, and S6 (communications)

has provided your unit the frequency it is using.

After receiving a mayday from an inboundDefender:

dropship delivering much-needed supplies, word has come

down that the ship didn't make it, breaking apart in the

lower atmosphere. Command has instructed your unit to

locate several supply containers that were scattered about

after re-entry.

You must �nd and salvage as many of these containers

as you can! While each of the containers receives a locator

beacon during transport to help track in the event of an

emergency, the signal from them is intermittent, making

�nding them that much harder. Unfortunately, the signal is

not scrambled and can be tracked by the enemy as well.

Set-Up

The mission uses standard terrain placement and

requires six objective markers (marked 1-6). Once the

defender decides which side to deploy from, place two of

the markers in the middle of the game board, an equal

distance from both starting edges and at least 6" from both

sides.

The other four markers are then placed on the game

board, alternating between both players (defender �rst). The

placement of these markers requires them to be at least 12"

from both starting ends and either edge. Markers must also

be at least 12" from each other.

Deployment

After assembling the Draw Deck, begin standard

deployment and start the match.

Objective(s)

Each of you must locate andAttacker & Defender:

capture the scattered supply containers before the other

beats you to it! For each container secured (see Special

Rules) by your Force Group, you will receive (+1 OP).

If either side retreats, any unclaimed objectives are

awarded to the remaining Force Group (maximum +5 OP).

The mission terminates at the end of Turn 10

automatically.

S C E N A R I O : S A L V A G E R U N

Add up both sides' Objective Points to determine the

battle winner (see Victory Level).

Victory Level

Both Force Groups end the game with theStalemate

same number of Objective Points.

The winning Force Group has moreMarginal

Objective Points than the other.

The winning Force Group has twice asDecisive

many Objective Points than the other.

Special Rules

Each container has aSalvaging the Containers:

beacon to help track its location when activated to make it

easier to �nd in a crowded warehouse or busy spaceport.

The crash has activated these beacons, going off and on as a

result of the ground impact. At the beginning of Turn 2, one

player rolls 1d6, with the number rolled determining which

container has started transmitting again, allowing for a

salvage attempt.

Re-roll any number that is already active. Once �ve

storage containers have been activated, remove the last one

from the game board.

To salvage an "active" container, players must have one

or more models within 6" of it for two consecutive

activations without any enemy models in the same area.

Abandoned and mission killed models cannot be used to

salvage (or deny) a container for either side.

If at the end of the turn, a model(s) has completed the

two consecutive activations requirements, the container is

secured for that Force Group and removed from play.
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Mission Brie�ng

After a lull in battle as both sides pulled backAttacker:

to their respective lines to rest and re�t, the time has come

to go back on the offensive! Command has ordered you to

cross "No Man's Land" and push the enemy back, creating a

corridor to allow follow-up forces to advance.

There can be no retreat! Your mission is critical to

clearing a path for the attack, the tip of the spear!

Charged to defend a key sector along "NoDefender:

Man's Land," the only action your unit has seen over the last

few days is the occasional enemy probe testing the line or a

random sniper looking for an easy kill. Suddenly the

BattleNet is �lled with reports of the enemy advancing!

You must move swiftly to prevent them from seizing the

initiative and push them back!

Set-Up

The mission uses standard terrain placement, dividing

the map into four equal "corners" with a 12-inch strip

running across the middle designating "No Man's Land."

Deployment

After assembling the Draw Deck, begin standard

deployment and start the match.

Objective(s)

Both sides must attempt to crossAttacker & Defender:

No Man's Land and push the other back while holding on to

the ground they already control.

Starting at the end of Turn 2, the Force Group that

controls the most "ground" (see Special Rules) will receive

(+1 OP).

The mission terminates at the end of Turn 10

automatically.

If either side retreats, the remaining Force Group

receives (+1 OP) for each remaining turn in the mission

(maximum +10 OP).

Add up both sides' Objective Points to determine the

battle winner (see Victory Level).

Victory Level

Both Force Groups end the game with theStalemate

same number of Objective Points.

The winning Force Group has moreMarginal

Objective Points than the other.

The winning Force Group has twice asDecisive

many Objective Points than the other with a minimum of

(+3 OP) scored.

S C E N A R I O : N O M A N ’ S L A N D

Special Rules

Controlling Ground: To control a corner, a Force Group

must have at least one model entirely within its boundaries

without any enemy models present at the end of the turn. To

score the (+1 OP), a Force Group must control three or more

corners.

Models in No Man's Land (even partially), either

Deployment Zone,  or standing in two "corners" at the same

time does not count towards control.

Abandoned and mission killed models also cannot be

used to establish control of (or contest) a corner.
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Mission Brie�ng

The enemy lines have faltered, allowing yourAttacker:

unit to push through, ahead of the main body, with orders to

destroy a supply and repair depot, with only their rearguard

left to stop you!

The time to strike is now as the enemy scatters,

disorganized and confused. No retreat! No surrender!

Alarms blaring, your unit scrambles toDefender:

intercept an incoming enemy attack. Knowing the territory,

you realize that they will have to pass through a chokepoint

on their way to the depot and race to get there �rst!

You are the last line of defense. If the enemy breaks

through and attacks the depot, the resulting catastrophic

damage could be unrecoverable!

Set-Up

The mission uses standard terrain placement.

Deployment

After assembling the Draw Deck, the defender chooses

their starting edge �rst. Once deployment begins, the

attacker cannot place any models closer than 12" to either

side edge of their deployment zone.

Once completed, the match may start.

Objective(s)

You must break through the defender'sAttacker:

chokepoint (see Special Rules) by exiting as many of your

models as possible across their starting end of the board. For

each model that exits completely, you receive (+3 OP).

You must stop the breakout and save theDefender:

depot. For every model you destroy or force to retreat, you

receive (+2 OP) for neutralizing the threat.

The mission terminates at the end of Turn 10

automatically.

S C E N A R I O : B R E A K O U T !

Add up both sides' Objective Points to determine the

battle winner (see Victory Level).

Victory Level

Both Force Groups end the game with theStalemate

same number of Objective Points.

The winning Force Group has moreMarginal

Objective Points than the other.

The winning Force Group has twice asDecisive

many Objective Points than the other.

Special Rules

The only access through theThe Chokepoint:

surrounding terrain is a narrow de�le, providing a choke

point in which the attacking force must traverse. The

defender's starting edge represents the choke point's

entrance. If the defender is unable to deploy at least six

models, decrease the choke point's size by 6" from both

outer edges for each model short.

The defender is only able to deploy fourExample:

models in the match, reducing the area the attacker can exit

the board by 12" from both sides of the defender's starting

edge.
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Mission Brie�ng

Forward scouts have identi�ed an enemyAttacker:

supply convoy moving behind enemy lines near your area of

operations. Your unit, ordered to locate and destroy the

caravan, heads out towards its last reported position. While

en route, updated intel suggests that a top-ranking officer

may have embedded with the convoy for cover. If correct,

the loss of this high-value target would be a devastating

blow to the enemy's command structure.

Your unit must locate and destroy the convoy, making

sure no one escapes!

The assignment of your unit to baby-sit aDefender:

supply convoy seemed odd, with no reports of the enemy

anywhere close to the travel route. It was only when you

arrived on station that your orders were updated to include

protecting a command-level officer and their staff using the

convoy as cover.

You must escort the convoy and the command officer's

vehicle, making sure they both arrive safely to their

destination.

Set-Up

The mission uses standard terrain placement.

Deployment

When assembling the Draw Deck, make sure to add one

card to the defender's set for the convoy. The defender

chooses their end �rst to establish the "road" used by the

convoy. The road begins on the right side of the game board

(Point A), 18" from the defender's starting edge. It ends on

the game board's left side (Point B), 6" from the defender's

starting edge.

Once completed, the match may start. During turn one,

when activated, the convoy (see Special Rules) will move

onto the game board, moving from Point A to Point B.

Objective(s)

You must �ght your way through theAttacker:

escorting models to the convoy and destroy all of the

armored transport vehicles, receiving (+1 OP) for each one

taken out.

Destroying the vehicle with the enemy officer provides

an additional (+1 OP) for its destruction.

You must stop the attacking unit fromDefender:

destroying any of the convoy's vehicles, especially the one

with the high-ranking officer.

For each vehicle that exits the game board from Point B,

you receive (+1 OP). Exiting the vehicle with the officer

provides an additional (+1 OP) to your score.

S C E N A R I O : W A L K I N T H E P A R K !

The mission terminates at the end of Turn 10

automatically.

Add up both sides' Objective Points to determine the

battle winner (see Victory Level).

Victory Level

Both Force Groups end the game with theStalemate

same number of Objective Points.

The winning Force Group has moreMarginal

Objective Points than the other.

The winning Force Group has twice asDecisive

many Objective Points than the other.

If the attacker wins the battle but loses 75% orNote:

more of their starting models in doing so, reduce their

victory level by one level (pyrrhic victory).

Special Rules

The convoy's seven armored vehiclesConvoy Vehicles:

have damage points and an armor value like a structure with

1 AP each. They have a �xed number of MV that does not

decrease and are unarmed, but otherwise follow the rules

established for wheeled vehicles.

The defender secretly designates one vehicle as

transport for the officer and their staff; the identity of the

transport remaining a secret until the end of the battle.

Skill Level Modi�ers apply to the convoy vehicle's

Damage Point values as well.
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Mission Brie�ng

Forward recon units have determined theAttacker:

location of a vast underground base the enemy is using as a

staging point. Command has decided on an airborne assault

to seize the entrance to the facility before moving in to clear

it out. Standing in the way of the attack are three hardened

anti-air emplacements.

Destroying these emplacements is your team's

responsibility, clearing the way for the attack to proceed.

It was only a matter of time until the enemyDefender:

located the deep, underground base. The base's anti-aircraft

emplacements have kept the facility's airspace clear of any

enemy aircraft, allowing your forces a safe place to rest and

re�t.

With word of approaching enemy forces, your unit

scrambles to intercept! Protecting the AA bunkers is

paramount to keeping the base from being overrun.

Set-Up

The mission uses standard terrain placement.

Deployment

After choosing their starting edge �rst, the defender

places three structures (labeled Alpha, Bravo, and Charlie)

representing the AA emplacements on the game board.

They cannot be any further than 18" from the defender's

starting side and no closer than 3" to any of the game board

edges.

The emplacements (see Special Rules) are also required

to be at least 9" apart from each other on clear ground. Once

complete, the defender places their �rst model for

deployment, alternating back and forth until both sides are

on the game board.

Gameplay may now begin.

Objective(s)

Your unit must destroy all threeAttacker:

emplacements before the air assault arrives. Failure will

leave the transports wide open to AA �re and the end of the

incoming attack.

For destroying Emplacement Alpha, you receive (+4 OP),

Emplacement Bravo (+3 OP), and Emplacement Charlie (+2

OP).

Push through the enemy defenders and Charlie-Mike

(complete the mission)!

As part of the quick-reaction force, you areDefender:

responsible for holding off the attackers until

reinforcements arrive and protecting the AA emplacements.

For successfully defending Emplacement Alpha, you

S C E N A R I O : L I G H T N I N G S T R I K E

receive (+4 OP), Emplacement Bravo (+3 OP), and

Emplacement Charlie (+2 OP).

The mission terminates at the end of Turn 10

automatically.

Add up both sides' Objective Points to determine the

battle winner (see Victory Level).

Victory Level

Both Force Groups end the game with theStalemate

same number of Objective Points.

The winning Force Group has moreMarginal

Objective Points than the other.

The winning Force Group has twice asDecisive

many Objective Points than the other.

If the attacker wins the battle but loses 75% orNote:

more of their starting models in doing so, reduce their

victory level by one level (pyrrhic victory).

Special Rules

The emplacements are squareAA Emplacements:

hardened structures (SA: Hard), measuring 4" x 4" and (E2).

While all three have an AV: 10, each has its own unique

DP total: Alpha 100 DP, Bravo 80 DP, and Charlie 60 DP.

Skill Level Modi�ers apply to the emplacement'sNote:

Damage Point values as well.
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Mission Brie�ng

For days, your forces have battered theAttacker:

enemy, trying to break their resolve and push through to

victory. Rumors abound of a major offensive in the works,

ready to end this once and for all.

Command had ordered your unit to pull back for a little

rest and re�t, a sure sign something big was coming! Just as

your unit was ready to leave, the enemy decided otherwise...

Supplies are running low, and while help isDefender:

supposed to be on the way, but no one is sure you will still

be here to receive it.

Your commanders know the enemy is up to something,

having seen no signi�cant action for the last 24 hours. It's

time to take the initiative and push them back!

Set-Up

The mission uses standard terrain placement.

Deployment

After assembling the Draw Deck, begin standard

deployment and start the match.

Objective(s)

This is war! The enemy has �nally come out inAttacker:

force, with both sides looking ahead towards a �nal victory.

For each destroyed enemy model, you will receive (+2

OP), and (+1 OP) for each enemy model designated as a

mission kill. If the defender has no remaining models left,

add a (+4 OP) bonus to your score!

This is war! The enemy has �nally come outDefender:

in force, with both sides looking ahead towards a �nal

victory.

S C E N A R I O : B L O O D & G U T S !

For each destroyed enemy model, you will receive (+2

OP), and (+1 OP) for each enemy model designated as a

mission kill. If the attacker has no remaining models left, add

a (+4 OP) bonus to your score!

The mission terminates at the end of Turn 10

automatically.

Add up both sides' Objective Points to determine the

battle winner (see Victory Level).

Victory Level

Both Force Groups end the game with theStalemate

same number of Objective Points.

The winning Force Group has moreMarginal

Objective Points than the other.

The winning Force Group has twice asDecisive

many Objective Points than the other with a minimum of

(+3 OP) scored.

Special Rules

None.
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Mission Brie�ng

Enemy aerospace assets have somehowAttacker:

managed to detect one of your overhead stealth comsats,

knocking it out of low-space orbit with an anti-satellite

missile.

While disruptive to your forces communications, the

loss of the satellite is exacerbated by it not burning up

during re-entry, landing relatively intact. Should the enemy

retrieve the satellite �rst, their access to the onboard data

could prove disastrous for your side.

Your mission is to secure the crash site and hold until

engineers can move in to recover the downed comsat.

Intel has determined an earlier strike againstDefender:

an enemy communications satellite resulted in the craft de-

orbiting without burning up on re-entry and crashing.

Aware of the potential information it may contain, your

unit scrambles to secure the area from enemy retrieval

efforts and allow your technicians to salvage the satellite's

payload.

Set-Up

The mission uses standard terrain placement. An

objective marker is placed in the center of the game board

to represent the crashed satellite's location.

Deployment

After assembling the Draw Deck, begin standard

deployment and start the match.

Objective(s)

Your unit is under orders to secure (seeAttacker:

Special Rules) the crashed satellite and wait for its recovery.

For each turn that you do so, you will receive (+1) OP.

Your unit is under orders to secure (seeDefender:

Special Rules) the crashed satellite and wait for its recovery.

For each turn that you do so, you will receive (+1) OP.

Mission kill and disabled models are unable to help

secure the crash site.

If either side accrues (+5) OP more than the otherNote:

at any point in the match, they are declared the victor, and

the game ends.

If either side retreats, their opponent will receive (+1) OP

for each remaining turn (maximum +10 OP).

The mission terminates at the end of Turn 10

automatically.

S C E N A R I O : S E C U R E T H E O B J E C T I V E

Add up both sides' Objective Points to determine the

battle winner (see Victory Level).

Victory Level

Both Force Groups end the game with theStalemate

same number of Objective Points.

The winning Force Group has moreMarginal

Objective Points than the other.

The winning Force Group has twice asDecisive

many Objective Points than the other with a minimum of

(+5 OP) scored.

Special Rules

To "secure" it, a model's base mustSecure the Satellite:

be 3" or closer to the objective marker and unopposed (no

enemy models) during a turn's End Phase.
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